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Attitude

By Penny Thewlis, Chief Executive

here is something deeply inspiring and
hopeful about the idea of the Northern
Lights - a bit like the rainbow that has become
such a powerful symbol of hope and kindness
over the last few months. I’ve not seen the
Northern Lights (yet!), and none of us are likely
to make the trip this year, but I have been
reflecting on what they symbolise and what we
have to learn from people who live with them.
I was very struck by a recent article about the
work of Kari Liebowitz, a Health Psychologist
who set out to understand the resilience of
people facing the long 'polar night' of winter in
Norway. As someone who has never been a fan
of winter, I was interested in her ideas about a
‘wintertime mindset’ as being something we
can control.
Kari asked residents of Tromsø and Svalbard
how much they agreed or disagreed with
statements such as 'There are many things
to enjoy about the winter', 'I love the cosiness
of the winter months', 'Winter is boring' and
'Winter is a limiting time of year'.
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What I found fascinating was that the people
who answered more positively enjoyed greater
wellbeing over the coming months; the more
they saw the winter as an positive opportunity,
the better they fared, with higher levels of life
satisfaction and overall good mental health. And
the further north she went, the more positive
the wintertime mindset. In other words, the
positive wintertime mindset is most common
where it’s most needed. So is there something
we can learn from the people of Tromsø that will
help us to be more resilient this winter?

“Most people don’t realise
that their beliefs about winter
are subjective.
subjective...they
..they feel like
they’re just someone who
hates the winter and there’s
nothing they can do about it…
But once you put it in people’s
heads that mindsets exist, and
that you have control over your
mindset – I think that that’s
tremendously powerful.
powerful.”
- Kari Leibowitz

Penny
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The Northern Lights

Armed with this thinking, I have been trying to
change my attitude to winter – not a quick fix:
old mindsets die hard! I’ll let you know how I
get on with it. But meanwhile, we have packed
this edition of EngAGE with things to make the
winter feel a little more positive and we hope
that you will enjoy reading it as much as we have
enjoyed putting it together.
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Generation Games

The importance of routine
With the global pandemic being at the forefront of all news and our thoughts, it can
sometimes be hard to focus on other things. This is why doing practical things can
help in two ways: 1) Physically - to improve our condition, and 2) Mentally - to give us
structure and focus as well as a sense of actively doing something to help ourselves.
Let’s start with the physical aspects. Many of
us were attending social activities, exercise
classes and going out and doing our own
shopping which all contributed to our
recommended 'dose' of exercise. People with
long term health conditions and older people
were told to shield and, as a result, were not
getting as much activity as they needed. Not
being as active meant that many people’s
fitness deteriorated.
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simple

Before starting, check your posture:

exercises

Sit up tall in the back of the chair
Then hip walk yourself to the front third
of the chair
Keep your feet hip width apart
Shoulders are back and relaxed
Engage your tummy muscles
Sit tall and looking forward

to try at home
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The good news is that with regular exercise,
any reduction in muscle and fitness can be
regained: “During lockdown I’ve lost strength.
The classes are giving me confidence. I am
slowly regaining some [strength]. I am very
grateful for that,” said one online Zoom
exercise class participant. “I found it initially
very challenging. I’ve persevered and I’ve
noticed that I’m improving!”

Ankle Rotations

'It’s heart-warming to
see everyone’s faces.'
Our routines have altered as a result of the
pandemic. People who used to attend one
of our exercise classes in village halls now
have the option of joining one of our 18
Zoom classes, which can really be a great
way of ensuring we are doing regular activity.
Creating our own routines and focus to our
day/week can be extremely helpful. One
participant commented: “It may seem an odd
thing to say but for me this has been a bit
of normality during lockdown. We know you
[the tutor], you know us. I’ve enjoyed it very
much.”
Once we’ve done some exercise, we invariably
feel better for it, both physically as well as
feeling a sense of accomplishment. Whilst
Zoom classes are not quite the same as
a physical class in a venue, they do offer
some benefits such as less distraction. One

Shoulder Rolls
participant said, “I work harder, I set myself my
own challenges." .
It is a very sociable event! At the end (and the
beginning) of the class there is always time
for a little chat with the group. We’ve got to
know people’s cats and dogs, grandchildren
and gained an insight into their lives that we
wouldn’t have done otherwise in a class setting:
“It’s lovely, great! You get to peek into their
[class participant’s] houses. It’s heart-warming
to see everyone’s faces."
If the internet is not an option, how about
teaming up with a friend and arranging a time
and day to both do either one of our DVDs
or the home exercise booklet, and following
that up with a phone call to see how each
other got on? Supporting one another can be
really helpful way of sticking with an exercise
routine. Doing something regularly, almost
like an appointment in our week, can make us
more likely to stick with it. And why not reward
yourself afterwards by doing something you
enjoy like reading a good book or taking a bath!

For further details on our online exercise classes please call
01235 849 403 or visit www.generationgames.org.uk
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Roll your shoulders backwards. Start by
making small circles, making them bigger.
Repeat x5.

3
Side Leg Lift
Stand tall, use the chair to hold on to if
needed. Lift the leg sideways as far as
comfortable. Take your arm out to the side
if you wish.

Circle your ankles x5 in one direction, then
x5 in the other direction.

4
Hamstring Stretch
Hold the stretch once you can feel your
hamstring (the big muscle at the back of
your leg) for 20-30 seconds.
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Tackling Loneliness Together
The Manor Club Extra has seen
great success since its launch back
in August. We have seen Oxford
United legend James Constable
headline the first show talking
about his career and the highs and
lows and what it means to be an
OUitC Patron. Followed by Malcolm
Elias and Peter Rhoades-Brown
in the second show giving a great
insight into how they launched
Oxford United in the Community
over 30 years ago.

leading the way to help people at
home fit with a brilliant physical
activity class in each episode.

Telephone Support
Les Robinson
Service

If you are interested finding out
more about the project and other
exciting events we have planned,
or how you can receive a brochure,
please contact Alex Blane via
Manorclubextra@oufc.co.uk.

We have now filmed a third show
with another former Oxford
United legend who also goes
down as a fans favourite in Les
Robinson as he talks through his
career and challenges his family
have faced. All these shows have
been accompanied by Age UK
Oxfordshire’s Carol Doherty

James and Carol

We believe that no-one should feel
forgotten this Christmas and so we have
launched Festive Friends.
Between the 21st and 24th December, we
aim to hand deliver a two-course roast
dinner and a golden goody bag filled with
a cracker, homemade Christmas card
and other bits and bobs, whilst taking the
opportunity to wish someone a Happy
Christmas.
To donate, please visit www.justgiving.
com/campaign/festivefriends. Help us to
make a difference this Christmas!
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Bereavement Support

Late Spring
One Step at a Time
These short (no more than a mile unless indicated) walks
have been designed to offer you the opportunity to chat with
others who have been bereaved and who will understand. In
line with Covid-19 restrictions each walk will have no more
than 6 in attendance (one facilitator plus 5 others). Pre-book
required.
Southmoor: Walking around Millennium Green every 3rd Tues of
the month from 11am. Starting 15th Dec.
Abingdon: Abbey Grounds every 2nd Tues of the month from
11am. Starting 8th Dec.
Wantage: Museum to Betjemin Park incorporating the locks.
Every 3rd Thurs of the month from 10.30am. Starting 17th Dec.
Grove: Millbrook every 4th Thur of the month from 10.30am.
Starting 28th Jan 2021.
Woodstock: Blenheim Palace every 3rd Tues from 1pm. Starting
15th Dec.
Oxford City: University Parks, meeting at the Banbury Road
entrance. Every 4th Thurs of the month from 10:30am. Starting
24th Dec.
Oxford City: Bury Knowle Park in Headington, meeting at the
main entrance near the public toilets. Every 2nd Thurs of the
month from 10:30am. Starting 10th Dec.
Witney: Ducklington Lake every 1st Tues from 1pm. Staring 5th
Jan 2021.
Banbury: Spiceball Park every 3rd Tues from 10.30am to
11.30am. Starting 15th Dec.
Bicester: Stoke Wood every 3rd Thurs from 10am to 11am.
Starting 17th Dec.
Church Hanborough: Pinsley Wood (approx. 2 mile loop) with
parking at church and village pub. Every 3rd Weds from 11am.
Starting 16th Dec.

Count the Memories
not the Calories
We would like to invite you to join
us at a Late Spring Brunch, Lunch
or Afternoon Tea. Each session
will have a maximum of 6 people
(including the facilitator) and will
run at a local venue (eg a café
/ pub or restaurant) on one of
their ‘quieter days’. As per Covid
restrictions we will be asking you to
wear face masks when indoors and
sign in to the track and trace as per
venue instructions.

Oxford City: The Black Swan Pub,
Crown Street, Cowley. Every 2nd
Tues of the month from 11am to
12 noon. Starting 8th Dec.
Oxford City: The Flo Café in
Florence Park every 4th Tues
of the month from 11am to 12
noon. Starting 22nd Dec.
Bicester: Bicester Avenue Garden
Centre Café every 2nd Tues of the
month from 10am to 11.30am.
Starting 15th Dec.
Banbury: The Van Jordan’s Coffee
House every 2nd Mon from 10am
to 11.30am. Starting 14th Dec.
Wantage: The Lamb, every
1st Thurs of each month from
11.30am. Starting 7th Jan 2021.
Grove: The Bay Tree every 2nd
Thurs of each month from 12
noon. Starting 10th Dec.

Watlington: Every 1st Mon from 2pm. Starting 7th Dec.
Wallingford: Every 2nd Wedd from 2pm. Staring 9th Dec.
Didcot: Every 3rd Thurs from 2pm. Starting 17th Dec.
Henley: Every 4th Fri from 2pm. Starting 22nd Jan 2021.
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For more information about Late Spring, please call 01235 849 434 or email
latespring@ageukoxfordshire.org.uk.
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share your
Running every 3rd Tuesday
from 2pm to 3pm starting on
the 15th December.

Music
and
memories

This is not a singing group, rather a space where you can come
together and listen to old favourites, bring along your own song
(perhaps from your childhood or the song you danced to at your
wedding) and talk about why it is a special song for you
and reminisce.

For more details and to book your place please contact 01235 849434
or email us at network@ageukoxfordshire.org.uk

#LoveLaterLife
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Help Age UK Oxfordshire and Active Oxfordshire to share the warmth
this winter by following Sir Muir Gray's example. If, like him, you feel
that you don't need your winter fuel payment to stay warm, you can
share your warmth by donating £200 now.
We know that isolation,
loneliness and depression not
only cause suffering but they
increase the risk of dementia.
We have strong scientific
evidence that activity, physical
and mental, helps people live
longer better and reduces their
risk of hospital admission and
needing social care. This is
particularly critical as we live
with the additional challenges
that the pandemic is presenting
to us.

winter fuel allowance to Age
UK Oxfordshire to make winter
better for housebound and
inactive people.

Many thousands of people in
Oxfordshire will have received
a winter fuel payment. For
some of them this will have
been of great importance but
many of us wonder what we
should do with this £200. With
this note we are launching the
Share Your Warmth Appeal
again this year with the aim
of getting people to give their

Please donate today:

Age UK Oxfordshire, along with
Active Oxfordshire's support,
are working every day to enable
people to be more active in
later life and to bring people
together to enjoy life. We
need your help to reach more
people with more activities and
opportunities.

Online via https://justgiving.
com/campaign/warmth
By post. Cheques should
be written out to ‘Age UK
Oxfordshire’ and sent to 'Age
UK Oxfordshire, 9 Napier Court,
Barton Lane, Abingdon, OX14
3YT'.

Your £200 could
either:
Support 20
housebound people
to do chair-based
exercises at home with
a home exercise pack
Support 40 older
people to attend an
online tailored group
exercise class, keeping
them active, mobile
and socially connected.
Enable 100
housebound older
people in Oxfordshire
to receive a friendly
phone call
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Dementia Oxfordshire

Plant a Hyacinth for a Little Happiness
Dementia Oxfordshire supporters showed their green fingers during our
Sunflower competition this summer.

Making
Memories
Since lockdown restrictions began, there
are many experiences we previously took
for granted - things like shopping, using
public transport or taking a holiday, that are
now much more difficult. For some it has
been far more than that. For people with
dementia and their carers, opportunities for
social interaction and face-to-face contact
with friends and families have been greatly
restricted. Helen, who supports her parents,
said, “They miss the social side. Although
carers visit, they are not going out unless it
is for medical appointments."
The Making Memories Group began after
Dementia Adviser, Trish Heron, wanted to
do something more than just providing
a supportive phone call. How could she
address social isolation during the pandemic
and make a difference?
Trish thought it might be possible to bring
people together using technology, and
in June, a pilot meeting was held initially
inviting just three families, to come
together using Zoom. The twice monthly
group evolved to be an amazing success
and on occasions there have been up to 16
participants.
Alan’s wife is currently in residential care
and shared his thoughts about the benefits
of the group: “It’s something to put in my
empty calendar...it’s the most people I see all
week.”
The conversations range from gardening
tips for planting peppers to the comfort
of having a pet. Conversations are filled
with light-hearted humour, as someone
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To brighten up the winter we are now encouraging everyone to plant indoor
bulbs and share their blooms with us. Why not spoil yourself and your loved
ones with a present of spring bulbs this Christmas.
Choose your bulb and of course your container; a simple glass bulb holder, or
something more ornate. Perhaps an appropriate one is hiding in the back of
the cupboard, the more unusual the better. Just be cautious whilst planting,
as some bulbs may cause skin irritation, so it is advisable to wear gloves.

Making Memories Group

acknowledged how frustrating it is to lose
your glasses. The group offers a safe place
to share and support each other in a very
relaxed way, supported by members of the
Dementia Oxfordshire Team. A quiz is a
regular feature with a recent theme being
dogs, cats, and horses. There is often a
song for those that want to join in, to say
goodbyes and end the session on a cheerful
note.

"It’s something to put
in my empty calendar...
it's the most people I
see all week."
The pandemic has been challenging,
however people are finding new ways of
coming together. The Making Memories
group means people can support each other
with smiles, laughter, and lots more.
Dementia Oxfordshire is arranging to set up
similar groups elsewhere in the county. If
you would like to join a group, or volunteer
to support a group, please contact our
Support Line on 01865 410201 or email
info@dementiaoxfordshire.org.uk.

We are looking forward to sharing your floral displays on our Facebook Page,
our website www.dementiaoxfordshire.org.uk and our monthly newsletter.
Please email your photos to fundraising@dementiaoxfordshire.org.uk.

Are you concerned about
your memory or that of a
loved one?
As we get older, we may become more
forgetful as a normal part of the ageing
process. Sometimes we worry it might be
dementia.
Perhaps you may have noticed something
different about yourself or someone you care
about. Not being able to carry out everyday
activities quite as proficiently as before,
or possibly there is an apparent change in
behaviour or personality.
Dementia is bit like a string of fairy lights. It
may cause each light to flicker, dim or switch
off completely. It may happen in a different
order, at different rates, in different ways for
each different individual. Each ‘fairy light’
represents a skill, a function or memory in the
brain. Simple tasks like making a cup of tea
may become more complex for the person
with dementia because a step in the sequence
gets lost. One of the lights switches off and
they might stop knowing they need to boil the
kettle first.
If you are concerned the first step is to see
your GP and get a diagnosis. A GP will ensure
there aren’t any other health issues, causing
the forgetfulness or symptoms. Confusion
or memory loss can be caused by things like
constipation, a urine or chest infection or
Covid19 and can be treatable. If necessary,

a GP will refer to the Memory Clinic for a
specialist assessment which may lead to a
diagnosis of dementia.
At present there is no cure for dementia,
however there are treatments and support
available and people with a diagnosis can lead
meaningful lives for many years.
Sometimes people hide early signs of
dementia, concealing the truth from family
and friends and not wanting to burden them
with their worries. The reality is that most
people will want to help and with support
people can maintain their interests and an
active social life, especially if you develop
connections with people who are facing
similar challenges. Dementia is a journey,
sometimes a difficult and challenging one,
however like all journey’s traveling with the
support of loved ones and friends makes
things less daunting and makes it possible to
celebrate the good times and get through the
bad ones.
Dementia Oxfordshire supports anyone
with a dementia diagnosis in Oxfordshire,
please contact us as we can provide advice
on practical support or if needed for just a
listening ear.
Our Support Line can also be called
anonymously if you have concerns. To help
you take the next step in speaking to a loved
one or or approaching your GP with any
concerns. Don’t feel alone: call us with any
memory or dementia related concerns: 01865
410210 (Monday – Friday 9am-5pm).
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The Big nit

SECURE YOUR HOME

KEEP BURGLARS OUT
Now that the clocks have
gone back and the evenings
are darker, there are a few
simple steps you can take to
help protect your property this
winter:

Every 1st and 3rd Thursday of the
month from 10.30am to 11.30am.
Starting 3rd December

Virtual
Chatterbox

Lock your doors and windows, if
you have a UPVC door make sure you
have double locked it by lifting the
handle and locking it with the key.
Make sure the key is removed from
the lock and out of reach.

Light up your living room using
timer switch. A TV simulator can also
be used to make give the appearance
of a TV screen being used.
Invite a neighbour to park on your
drive while you are away.
You can find more information on
how to reduce the risk of becoming
a victim of burglary by downloading
your FREE Home Security Guide from
the Thames Valley Police website:
www.thamesvalley.police.uk.

Think about purchasing a Video
Doorbell Camera - this will send the
footage of anyone approaching your
home, to your mobile phone.

Put the kettle on and make yourself a cup of tea or coffee
as you join us for an hour of chatting and laughter.
Sessions will include quizzes, virtual bake off’s and so
much more.
For more details and to book your place please contact 01235 849434
or email us at network@ageukoxfordshire.org.uk
Kindly supported by:

#LoveLaterLife
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Keep valuables out of sight from
doors and windows.
Remember to mark your valuables
using a UV pen and register them on
the national property register at
www.immobilise.com.
If you are leaving the house, you can
deter burglars by making your home
appear occupied:
Double check that you have locked
your windows and doors before
leaving.
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Carers Oxfordshire

Homeshare Oxford

"I can honestly say
that it's been the

perfect match"
“When people are thinking about whether
Homeshare might be right for them, there are
often many questions relating to their specific
circumstances”, explains Vicki Baker, Homeshare
Oxford Project Officer. “Embarking on a
Homeshare arrangement for the first time can
feel like quite a big step and it can often help to
have an early conversation with someone from
the Homeshare Oxford team.”
Perhaps our most frequently asked question
is about Sharers – the people who are seeking
Homeshare accommodation. Age, gender,
profession, nationality, outlook, interests and
values - and what is it that attracts Sharers
to Homeshare. In a nutshell, age has spanned
from 21 to 61 and professions have included
teachers, artists, health and social care staff,
musicians, researchers, writers, people working
in IT, Human Resources along with Masters and
PhD students! Interests range from nature to
needlework, music to mountaineering, reading
to relaxation, television to travel and crosswords
to current affairs. Many sharers are from the
UK, some are from other countries, and all are
working or studying in Oxfordshire. There is a
common thread however and this relates to a
particular mindset. Our Sharers fully embrace
the concept of Homeshare. They want to live
in this way and are keen to help. They have
demonstrated to us in interview that they are
absolutely the right people for the role and this
is backed up by excellent references and, of
course, clear DBS checks.

“I have to admit, I was a little nervous about
who you might introduce me to,” Margaret told
us, “but somehow you managed to hit the nail
on the head with Katherine! I can honestly say
that it’s been the perfect match. We just seem
to get along so easily and I’m definitely enjoying

If you would like to find out more visit
www.homeshareoxford.org.uk or email us
at homeshare@ageukoxfordshire.org.uk.
16 Alternatively, please call us on 01865 410 670.
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the extra little of bit of help. I can see that there
are so many things that need to come together
when you match people and somehow you do
manage to achieve that so well!”
COVID-19 is central to our conversations
with both prospective Householders and
Sharers and is a key factor in the matching
process. Identifying Sharers who can work
from home and may even be happy to selfisolate with a Householder is sometimes
necessary. Conversely, Sharers sometimes are
needing reassurance that the Householder’s
circumstances also present minimal risk.
Whilst the desire for companionship is a major
motivator for many Householders, for others
it’s not such an important consideration. One
Householder recalls, “I knew that the time had
come to seek more help in the house, and I
loved the idea of helping someone who needed
affordable accommodation. I also remember
worrying slightly that I might feel responsible
for someone else’s wellbeing. Knowing that
you had listened to me and had taken on board
my need for space and independence, was
the reassurance that I needed. I’m now telling
everyone I know about Homeshare Oxford.”
Marian Pocock from Homeshare Oxford
added, “We are constantly reminded of the big
difference that Homeshare can make to the lives
of older and younger people alike. We also know
that careful consideration needs to be given
when thinking about beginning a Homeshare
arrangement and no more so than currently.
By the same token, it is during these uncertain
times that people involved in Homeshare are
telling us just how much they value the company,
support and reassurance that their Homeshare
arrangement brings."

Supported by
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ADVERTISEMENT

Puzzle Page
Solutions can be found on page 21

Wordsearch

Sudoku
Fill in the blanks so that each
row, each column and each of
the nine 3x3 grids contain one
instance of each of the numbers
1 through 9.
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ADVERTISEMENT

COVID-19 Community Response
By South Oxfordshire and Vale of the White Horse District Councils

We are here to help
'We wanted reassure you that however
this pandemic develops, at South
Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse
District Councils we are at the end of a
phone if you need help.
Our Community Hub was set up in
April to help our residents through the
pandemic. If, as result of COVID-19,
you need help doing your shopping,
collecting your prescription or running
other errands and you have no-one who
can help you - please call us. We have a
dedicated team who can put you in touch
with amazing community groups across
the districts who can help. So please get

in touch, if you need us, we are here to
help!
Current opening hours (subject to
change) are: 8.30-5pm Monday to
Thursday and 8.30-4.30 Fridays.
You can call us on 01235 422600
or email communitysupport@
southandvale.gov.uk.
We have useful advice and guidance
on our websites and an online form to
complete if you need support. Visit
www.southoxon.gov.uk or
www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk.

Puzzle Answers
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We are looking for new
trustees to join us. You will
support an innovative and
energetic charity making a
difference to older people’s
lives by strengthening the
Trustee Board of Age UK
Oxfordshire to deliver the
next stage of our strategic
plan.
We want to bring in diverse
views and ensure we
are representing all the
communities of Oxfordshire.
We are looking for trustees
with the time and energy to
help us achieve our goal of
making Oxfordshire a great
place to grow older and
enabling older people to love
later life.
For more information please
contact Kerry Tuson via
admin@ageukoxfordshire.
org.uk.

Sign up to EngAGE Magazine for FREE!
If you would like to receive information about activities, services and opportunities in your area, or if you would
like to join our EngAGE mailing list, fill out this request form and return it to: Age UK Oxfordshire, 9 Napier
Court, Barton Lane, Abingdon, OX14 3YT or call 0345 450 1276. If you received this copy through the post
you will already be on our mailing list. Alternatively, you can email sophiedyer@ageukoxfordshire.org.uk or
visit www.ageuk.org.uk/oxfordshire/newsletter to sign up to our magazine e-mailing list.
Title............... First name................................................... Surname.....................................................................
Address......................................................................................................................................................................
Postcode.......................................................................Daytime phone number....................................................
Email address...............................................................
I would like to receive:

EngAGE magazine in the post

EngAGE magazine via email

Information about Age UK Oxfordshire services in your area (please specify).............................................................
You can change your mind at any time and contact us as above to unsubscribe. For further details of how your
data is used and stored, please visit www.ageuk.org.uk/oxfordshire/privacy-policy.



Passionate,
compassionate and
enthusiastic people
WANTED!

Donate
Age UK Oxfordshire relies on donations to ensure that we continue to support people in Oxfordshire to
Love Later Life. To make a donation please complete and return this form to: Age UK Oxfordshire,
9 Napier Court, Barton Lane, Abingdon, OX14 3YT. Alternatively call us on 0345 450 1276 or donate online
via www.ageuk.org.uk/oxfordshire/donate. Every donation makes a difference. Thank you.
Title:			

First name:			

Surname:

Address:

Pen Friends

										
Email address: 		

Postcode:

Telephone number:

I wish to make a donation of £

In the digital world in which we live, the gift of a handwritten letter or card can be
precious and very much appreciated by many. Handwriting is also known to be relaxing,
and written relationships can be just as central to a person’s
life as their face to face ones.
Pen Friends offers a befriending service to older people through the written word,
exchanging regular letters and correspondence.
.
For more details and to sign up to be a penfriend please contact 01235 849434
or email us at penfriends@ageukoxfordshire.org.uk.

#LoveLaterLife
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I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to Age UK Oxfordshire.
Date

Signature

DD / MM / YY

Gift Aid declaration
Please add to your donations through Gift Aid. If you are a UK tax payer, we can reclaim 25p for every £1 you donate.
Yes, I want Age UK Oxfordshire to treat all donations I have made for the four years prior to this year, and all donations I make
from the date of this declaration until I notify you otherwise, as Gift Aid donations. I confirm I pay an amount of UK income
tax and/or capital gains tax to cover the amount that all charities and Community Amateur Sports Clubs will reclaim on my
donations in the tax year.
If you would like to hear about our events, campaigns and how you can support local older people, please tick your contact
preferences below. You can opt out at any time.

Registered Charity Number 1091529

Email

Text

Post

Phone
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Hats will appear
on smoothies in
supermarkets

Please post your hats to:

Age UK Oxfordshire,
9 Napier Court,
Barton Lane,
Oxfordshire,
OX14 3YT.

We kindly ask that you don't drop off any hats in person while our office remains closed during the
pandemic. For any queries about this campaign please email sophiedyer@ageukoxfordshire.org.uk.

You can keep
knitting all the
way up to the 1st
October 2021.

The Big Knit, a partnership between with Innocent Drinks
and the Age UK Network is returning for 2020/2021. Last
year, you knitted a whopping 40,000 hats. With each hat
equating to 25p, this meant you raised £10,000 to support
local older people. This year, our target is to knit another
40,000 hats - can you help?
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